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2    Minsk

Including: 
with the Russian Federation – 1 283 km 
with Ukraine – 1 084 km 
with the Republic of Poland – 398 km 
with the Republic of Lithuania – 679 km 
with the Republic of Latvia – 173 km

length of the state border.

3 617 km

160 m
average height above sea level

345 m
highest point – Dzyarzhynskaya Hara 
(Dzerzhinsky District, Minsk Region)

 79.6 km2

area of the largest lake in the country –  
Naroch

82.8 thousand  km2 
is covered by forests. This is 39.9 % of the total 
area of the country

67 
monuments 

of art  

2 253 

archaeological 
monuments  

1 801 

architectural 
monuments 

1 214 
historical 

monuments

160 

museums  

592 

hotels and similar 
accommodation  
facilities 19.8 thousand 
rooms

474
sanatorium-resort organizations, 
recreational organizations and other 
specialized accommodation facilities, 
with a total capacity of 48 thousand 
guests

1 339 specially protected natural areas with  
a total area of 1.89 million hectares, which is 
9.1% of the total area of the country

More than  5.5 thousand historical and 
cultural values are under state protection

4 objects  are included in the UNESCO World 
Heritage List: Belovezhskaya Pushcha,  
Mir Castle, the Struve Geodetic Arc,  
Radziwill Palace and Park Complex in Niesvizh

area  207.6 
thousand  km2

84th place in the world
13th place in Europe

Belarus in numbers

Estonia

Latvia 

Lithuania
Russia

Poland

Ukraine
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For events 

 ◊ 13 conference halls  
with different space  
and functionality

 ◊ Congress Hall  
“Minsk”

 ◊ Conference rooms  

 ◊ Round Table  
VIP Room 

 ◊ Meeting rooms

Equipment: projector, screen, conference system, 
sound equipment, stage lighting system, simultaneous 
interpretation equipment.
Optional: organization of coffee breaks, banquets  
and buffets.

For relaxation 

1 300

600

40–165

30+35

12

778.1

301.5

25.2

President-Hotel

18 Kirova Street 
+375 17 229-71-11
+375 17 229-70-71
marketing@president-hotel.by
www.president-hotel.by

The President-Hotel is located in the business and 
historical center of Minsk. The hotel has 154 rooms 
of various categories. The modern rooms are 
equipped with everything you need and are 
designed in a classic style. The swimming pool and 
gym are available for all hotel guests, the spa-area 
and medical center are in great demand.

154 310

600 266

10
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For events 

 ◊ Conference Hall  
“Orchid”

 ◊ Conference Hall  
“Lotus”

 ◊ Conference Hall  
“Style”

 ◊ Conference Hall  
“Director”

 ◊ Conference Hall  
“Chairman” 

Optional: coffee breaks, lunches and dinners.

For relaxation

Beijing Hotel 

 
36 Krasnoarmeyskaya Street 

+375 17 329-77-77
reservations@bjhotel.by

sales@bjhotel.by
beijinghotelminsk.com

This is the modern business class hotel that is the part 
of the Chinese hotel chain BTG-Jianguo & Resorts. 

The hotel is located in the picturesque park area on 
the bank of the river Svisloch near the city center. 

The peculiarity of the hotel complex is a harmonious 
combination of Chinese traditions and European 
comfort with a high level of service. The hotel has 

a unique restaurant of authentic Chinese cuisine  
in the performance of a 

professional team  
of chefs from China.

499
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220

65

69

177 400

20–35

600

100

220

30
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80

150
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40

40
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Hotel Europe 

 
28 Internatsionalnaya Street 
+375 17 229-83-33 
+375 29 701-71-70
reception@hoteleurope.by 
www.hoteleurope.by

The Hotel Europe is located in the historical 
and cultural center of the capital. This beautiful 
seven-storey atrium-type building was built in 
the Art Nouveau style of the early 20th century. 
The elegance and luxury of the room interiors 
successfully harmonize with modern technology. 

For events 

 ◊ Meeting room

 ◊ Conference room 

Equipment: multimedia projector, screen, radio 
microphones, laptop, flipchart, simultaneous translation, 
table microphones.

 ◊ Meeting room

 ◊ Conference room

 ◊ Conference room

 ◊ Conference hall

Optional: lunch, dinner, coffee breaks, buffet  
or banquet.

 ◊ Conference room

Equipment: stationary screen, projector, laptop, 
whiteboard, free Wi-Fi.
Optional: catering, coffee breaks.

For relaxation 

19

14

16

30

16

50

40.7

64.6

34.6

143.5

80.9

51.5

36 90 34125 34

67 140
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For events 

 ◊ Ballroom  

 ◊ Conference room

 ◊ Meeting roomsв

All seating options are available.
Equipment of the halls: built-in projectors, screens  
and sound system, dedicated Internet line, stage, 
parquet for dance floor, flipcharts.
Optional: coffee breaks and banquet menu.

For relaxation

35

48

300

DoubleTree  
by Hilton Hotel

 
9 Pobediteley Avenue 

+375 17 309-80-00
Doubletreeminsk_info@hilton.com

www.hilton.com/en/hotels/msqdtdi-doubletree-minsk

The DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel Minsk is located 
in the center of Minsk – on the embankment of the 

river Svisloch. Leading business hotel in Belarus 
according to World Travel Awards in 2018, 

2019, 2020 and 2021. Winner of the Travellers’ 
Choice award 2020 and the #1 hotel in Minsk 
on Tripadvisor. Rooms various categories: from 

standard to a presidential suite. It offers a beautiful 
view of the Trinity Suburb. All the necessary 

infrastructure for business  
and family travel is within walking 

distance.

530

81

193 400

45300

57

270

40
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For events 

 ◊ 10 multifunctional halls 

Equipment of the halls: modern technical equipment, 
high-speed Internet access.
Optional: conference catering. 

For relaxation 

Minsk Marriott Hotel

 
20-1 Pobediteley Avenue 
+375 17 279-30-00
reservations@marriottminsk.com
www.marriott.com

This is a new comfortable, conveniently located 
hotel with a high level of service. The modelling 
capabilities of most rooms, a professional catering 
team and personal banquet managers, modern 
technical equipment and support make the hotel an 
ideal venue for large conferences, 
exhibitions, business meetings, 
trainings and other events of all 
formats.

For events 

 ◊ 8 meeting halls 
 

All seating options are available.
Equipment of the halls: audiovisual equipment, LCD 
projector, microphone, projector, stage (portable), TV, 
computers, printers.
Optional: catering, coffee breaks.

For relaxation

590

550

1250

956

217 450

total area

total area

max

max

Renaissance Hotel

 
Dzerzhinsky Avenue 1E
+375 17 309-90-90
sales@renaissance-minsk.by
www.marriott.com.ru/hotels/
travel/mhpbr-renaissance-minsk-hotel

The hotel represents the unique Renaissance brand 
that motivates its guests to «discover new things».  
It is located on one of the main transport highways. 
All of the capital’s main attractions 
are in close proximity to the hotel.    

261 600
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For events 

 ◊ Meeting room

 ◊ Banquet room

 ◊ Restaurant  
“Seventh Heaven” 

 ◊ Conference room

 ◊ Conference room

 ◊ Conference hall  

Optional: lunch, dinner, coffee break, buffet or 
banquet.

 ◊ Conference hall 

Equipment: stationary screen, projector, laptop, 
whiteboard, free Wi-Fi.
Optional: organization of catering, coffee breaks.

For relaxation 

Hotel Minsk 

 
11 Nezavisimosti Avenue

+375 17 209-90-62/74/75/76/78/80
reservation@hotelminsk.by
marketing@ hotelminsk.by

www.hotelminsk.by

The Hotel Minsk is the first hotel in the Belarusian 
capital to be awarded 4 stars. It is located in the 

city center, just a 10-minute walk from the railway 
station and the main attractions. The hotel  

is ready to satisfy the requirements of the most 
sophisticated guests. 

14

16

30

16

50

40

55–200

64.6

34.6

143.5

80.9

51.5
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300

252 408
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For events 

 ◊ Congress Hall  
“Jupiter”
Equipment: projection equipment, screen, sound 
reinforcement system, flipchart, simultaneous 
interpretation equipment, Wi-Fi.

 ◊ Conference Room  
“Neptune” 

Equipment: projector, screen, microphones, flipchart, 
simultaneous interpretation equipment, Wi-Fi.

 ◊ Conference Hall  
“Moon”

The feature of the room is a soundproof partition that 
divides the room into two complete rooms of 20 seats 
each, which have their own independent entrance.
Equipment: projector, screen, microphones, flipchart, 
Wi-Fi.

 ◊ Conference Room  
“Mars”

Chairs with folding tables are the feature of the room.
Equipment: projector, screen, microphones, flipchart, 
Wi-Fi.

 ◊ Meeting Room  
“Callisto”

Equipment: projector, screen, flipchart.

Optional for all rooms: catering, coffee breaks, 
business lunches, dinners and buffets.

For relaxation

Victoria  
Hotel Complex 

59 Pobediteley Avenue 
+375 17 239-76-55
+375 17 239-76-56
+375 29 360-02-61
corp@hotel-victoria.by
hotel-victoria.by

The Victoria Hotel Complex is within walking 
distance of Victory Park. The complex includes the 
Victoria Hotel and a multi-functional business center 
of «A» class, which allows you to organize and hold 
business events of all sizes here.

70

70

40

12

300402.6

130.7

90.6

111.7

33.8

165 234

70 50

40 40

40
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Victoria&SPA  
Hotel

59A Pobediteley Avenue
+375 17 239-77-77
+375 17 239-77-66 
+375 29 157-67-91

reservation@hotel-victoria.by
www.victoria2.hotel-victoria.by

The Victoria &SPA Hotel is located 50m away  
from the Victoria Hotel and combines modern 

design, exquisite cuisine and a complete 
understanding of all guests’ desires.

For events 

 ◊ Conference Room  
“Topaz” 

Equipment: projector, screen, flipchart, Wi-Fi.

 ◊ Conference Room  
“Onyx”

Equipment: projector, screen, microphones, flipchart, 
Wi-Fi.

 ◊ Conference Room  
“Rubin”
The feature of the room is a soundproof partition that 
divides the room into two complete rooms of 15 seats 
each, which have their own independent entrance.

Equipment: projector, screen, microphones, flipchart, 
Wi-Fi.

Optional for all rooms: catering, coffee breaks.

For relaxation

35

50

3056.2

56.6

79.9

256

2030

35 30

471
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For events 

 ◊ Conference room  

Equipment: podium for performances, LCD TV, 
projection screen, multimedia projector, flipchart.
Optional: catering or coffee. 

For relaxation 

For events 

 ◊ Conference room  

Equipment: multimedia projector, screen, 
LCD TV, Wi-Fi, flipchart.
Optional: possibility to organize a coffee break, lunch 
or buffet.

For relaxation

Hotel Garni 

11 Internatsionalnaya Street
+375 17 229-76-00
+375 29 364-44-74
info@hotel-garni.by
hotel-garni.by

The Hotel Garni is located within walking 
distance of the most popular Minsk tourist 
attractions. The hotel building is a 19th century 
architectural monument in the eclectic style. 
High-quality service, a friendly 
and qualified staff and cozy and 
favorable environment will make an 
unforgettable impression on you.

25

Hotel Complex Orbita 

39 Pushkin Avenue
+375 17 360-39-33
+375 17 373-77-81 (83)
+375 29 196-77-81 (83) 
info@orbita-hotel.com 
reservation@orbita-hotel.com 
orbita-hotel.com

The complex is located within walking distance of 
Pushkinskaya Metro Station. Convenient location, 
quality service and affordable prices 
are attractive to active people who 
love comfort and personal attention.  

5570

50

247

101

350
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For events 

 ◊ Big hall  
with additional rooms  
(1st floor)

Equipment: LCD panels, motorized screen, flipchart, 
portable radio microphone, microphone stand, turning 
board, Wi-Fi.

 ◊ Small hall  
with cloakroom (1st floor)  

Equipment: loudspeaker, motorized screen, ceiling 
video projector, portable radio microphone, Wi-Fi.

 ◊ Gallery  
(Sectors A, B, C, 2nd floor)

Equipment: loudspeakers, ceiling laser short-focus 
video projector, LCD projector, screen, portable 
radio microphone, microphone stand, flipchart, 
stander, Wi-Fi.

 ◊ Small meeting room  
(2nd floor) 

 ◊ Conference room  
with staff offices  
and bathrooms (16th floor)

Equipment: chairs with reading stands, speaker’s 
table, 47“ TV (projector and screen available for extra 
charge).  

For relaxation 

30

221+40

52.6

315.1

102.9

228.37

37.09

30

45

18

80

150

30

60

50

Hotel Belarus 

15 Storozhevskaya Street
+37517 209-71-20

+375 44 541-41-23
service@belarus-hotel.by

www.hotel-belarus.com

The popular 3-star hotel in Minsk: a convenient 
location in the city center near the attractions, 

water park, conference rooms, a restaurant with a 
panoramic view, a large number of comfortable 

rooms of different categories.

444 740
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Hotel Complex 
Yubileiny 

19 Pobediteley Avenue
+375 17 226-91-70 
+375 17 226-90-37 
+375 17 226-90-58 
+375 17 226-91-71 
info@yhotel.by
www.Yhotel.by

A good option for an active tourist! Nearby are the 
Trinity Suburb, the Palace of Sports, the Belarusian 
State Museum of the History of the Great Patriotic 
War, Victory Park, Galleria Minsk Shopping Mall, 
cinemas, bars and restaurants.

For events 

 ◊ Conference Room  
“Yubileiny“  
Equipment: laptop, two screens, multimedia projector, 
flipchart, microphones, Wi-Fi.

 ◊ Conference Room  
“Grand“
Equipment: modern sound and video systems, 
LCD monitor, image relay system, mixing console, 
microphones, flipchart, Wi-Fi.

 ◊ Conference Room  
“Modern“ 

The room is transformer, seating can be organized 
according to the format of the event. 
Equipment: LCD monitor, laptop, flipchart, Wi-Fi. 

For relaxation

50

25

200242.4

81

61.8

241 398
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Hermitage Hotel

Brest, 7 Chkalova Street
+375 162 50-43-33
hotel@hermitagehotel.by
hermitagehotel.by

A modern business-class hotel, standing out for its 
ideal location, unique design, high standard of service 
and welcoming atmosphere.  The hotel is located in 
the greenest part of the city, near the city park, central 
square and Brest Hero Fortress Memorial Complex. 
There is a restaurant complex on the 
hotel territory, which includes a main 
restaurant hall, Gourmet Banquet 
Room, a lounge bar and a summer 
terrace.

For events 
 ◊ Conference room 

Equipment: multimedia complex, interactive 
whiteboard, projector, laptop, loudspeakers, 
microphone, flipchart.

For relaxation 

7056 2070 40 20

55 130

Mariinsky Hotel 

Baranovichi, 29 Gagarin Street 
+375 (163) 641-000
+375(29) 223-90-60, 
+375(29) 309-90-60
hotel_mariinskiy@mail.ru
www.mariinsky.by

The modern premium hotel in the city center. Cosy 
apartments with 2 meals a day. The rooms are fully 
equipped for both short and long stays. The hotel offers 
its guests excellent service and a wide 
range of services.

For events 
 ◊ Conference room   
 

Equipment: all necessary for video conferencing and a 
coffee break room.

For relaxation 

50130

55 100
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For events 
 ◊ Atrium   

Equipment: multimedia complex, interactive 
whiteboard, projector, laptop, loudspeakers, flipchart.

 ◊ Banquet Room   

For relaxation 

Pinsky Dvorik  
Guest House 

Pinsk, 8А Lenin Street
+375 165 655-6-54 
+375 29 655-65-47 

hoteldvorik@yandex.by
pinskidvorik.by

The Pinsky Dvorik Guest House is the best choice 
for tourist and business trips. It is located in the 

historical center of Pinsk. The building of the guest 
house is a historical and cultural value of the 

Republic of Belarus. The main sights of the city are 
within walking distance.

50

120

100

300

13 29
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Gostiny Dvor 
Nekhachevo Tourist 
Complex
Ivatsevichi District,  
village of Nekhachevo,  
33 Brestskaya Street
+375 29 623-52-53
nehachevo@yandex.ru
www.nehachevo.by

In the Gostiny Dvor Nekhachevo you can immerse 
yourself in the era of the 19th century, the «golden 
age» of Russian poetry and flourishing of Russian 
literature. It was at this time, in 1841, that this Gostiny 
Dvor was built, which was intended to stay during 
travels. 

For events 

 ◊ Main hall   

 ◊ Banquet room   

 ◊ Small fireplace room  

For relaxation 

80

30

12

14 30

Hampton by Hilton 
Brest Hotel 

Brest, 41 Varshavskoe Highway
+375 162 27-82-00
Luzbb_Hampton@Hilton.com
www.hilton.com

The hotel’s convenient location, high level of service, 
comfortable rooms with free hot breakfast and 
high-speed internet, restaurant, car parking and 
conference rooms. At Hampton by Hilton Brest guests 
are welcomed with exceptional cleanliness, comfort, 
peace and professional service.

For events 
 ◊ 3 Conference rooms

Equipment: multimedia equipment.

For relaxation 
120 270
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For events 

 ◊ Conference room 

Various types of furniture arrangement, a separate 
area for coffee breaks, which can also be used as a 
welcome area for guest check-in.

 ◊ Small conference room

Next to the room, there is a separate area for coffee 
breaks, lunches and buffets.

 ◊ Meeting room

Equipment of the rooms: wall screen, projector, 
laptop, stereo, presenter, microphones, Wi-Fi, flipchart.

 
For relaxation

Tourist and Hotel 
Complex Luchesa 

Vitebsk, 1 Stroiteley Avenue
+375 212 29-85-00
+375 44 555-92-11
reception@luchesa.by
luchesa.by

The Hotel Luchesa is located in the central part of 
Vitebsk. It’s a great choice for travellers, good value 
for money, comfort and convenience, a family 
atmosphere and services designed to make your 
stay here a very pleasant one.

100

30

12

156

36

150 220
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Eridan Hotel  

Vitebsk, 21/17 Sovetskaya Street
+375 212 60-44-99
+375 29 329-75-55
hote-eridan@mail.ru 

www.eridan-vitebsk.com

The Eridan Hotel is located in the building, which is 
a monument of architecture of the 19th century. It is 
located in the historical center of the city, on the left 
bank of the river Western Dvina, at the crossroads 
of pedestrian streets. The hotel is a part of the Best 

Eastern Hotels chain. It has a lounge 
bar and a summer terrace.

For events 
 ◊ Conference room  

Equipment: screen, projector, flipchart, loudspeakers.
Optional: organization of catering, conferences for up 
to 120 people at another venue in the city center.

 ◊ Meeting room

For relaxation 

3050

27 44

Orsha Hotel 

Orsha, 11 Mira Street
+375 216 51-13-76

+375 29 292-16-99
orsha2007@tut.by 

www.orshahotel.by

It is located in the business and cultural center of 
the city and serves as a popular place to rest and 

work for a wide range of visitors to Orsha. For a 
long time it has maintained a high level of service, 

professionalism of the staff, attentive 
approach to its clients and continues to 

improve all this.

For events 

 ◊ Conference room   
 

Equipment: multimedia, projector, screen, magnetic-
combined turning board (chalk + marker), laptop.

For relaxation 

6070

106 132
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Hotel Complex Serguch 

Lepel District 
village of Domzheritsy, 
3 Tsentralnaya Street
+375 2132 3-77-44 (30)
+375 44 554-55-52 
info@berezinsky.by
tourism@berezinsky.by 
www.berezinsky.by

The Hotel Complex Serguch is located in the Lepel 
District of the Vitebsk Region in the Central Farmstead 
of the Berezinsky Biosphere Reserve. The hotel 
complex is located in a mixed forest. Here you can 
walk and breathe the cleanest air in the country, visit 
museums, observe animals, ride bicycles, horses and 
many other things.

For events 

 ◊ Assembly hall   

 ◊ Small conference room 

Equipment: modern computer equipment.

For relaxation 

100

40

36 46

For events 
 ◊ Conference room

Equipment: comfortable furniture, screen, video 
projector, microphones.

For relaxation 

Tourist and Health 
Complex Losvido 

Gorodok District, village of Prudniki
+375 2139 5-87-36
+375 33 305-87-36
losvido@vitebsktourist.by  
www.toklosvido.by

The THC Losvido is located 35 kilometres from the 
city of Vitebsk, in the Gorodok District in north-eastern 
Belarus, in an ecologically clean area on the shore of 
Losvido, one of the largest lakes in Vitebsk, surrounded 
by woodland.

120100

84 175
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Hotel Tsentralnaya

Gomel, 17 Lange Street
+375 23 225-84-09
+375 29 377-04-33
gomelhotelcentral@mail.ru 
gomelokc.by/gostinica-centralnaya

The hotel is located in the cultural and historical part 
of the city. The hotel’s favourable location, polite 
and attentive staff, and affordable prices are all 
attractive to our guests.

Hotel Complex 
Prestige 

Gomel, 72 Golovatskogo Street
+375 23 250-98-90
hotel-prestige@gomelvodokanal.by 
www.prestigehotel.by

The Hotel Prestige is one of the most popular hotels 
of the city. It is convenient for business tourists, and 
for the families coming to have a rest. A favourable 
arrangement in several minutes from the main street 
of Gomel, nearby shops, restaurants, public transport 
stations that will allow you to reach 
any part of the city quickly.

For events 
 ◊ Conference room 

Equipment: plasma panels for displaying multimedia 
files, modern JBL loudspeaker equipment, DIS 
conference system (with the possibility of simultaneous 
interpretation into 3 languages).

For relaxation 

120

5 10

For events 
 ◊ Conference room

Equipment: comfortable furniture, screen, video 
projector, microphones.

For relaxation 

14

10 14
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For events 

 ◊ Conference room

Equipment: audio, video and computer equipment.

For relaxation
42 76

5050

Park Hotel  
Zamkovy 

Gomel, 6 Gagarina Street
+375 23 255-54-60
+375 29 175-04-50

zamkovyj@yandex.ru
www.zamkovyj.com

The respectable park-hotel located in the 
famous Gomel Park is designed in the form of 

a medieval castle. The building has successfully 
complemented Gomel’s palace and park 

ensemble. The design of the hotel harmoniously 
combines refined interiors and modern 

technology, which will be appreciated by the 
most demanding customers.
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For events 

 ◊ Conference room  

 ◊ VIP room

 ◊ Meeting room 

Equipment: video projector, LCD television.
Optional: coffee breaks, lunches and dinners  
at the bowling bar.

For relaxation

Hotel  
Dneprovskaya 
Zhemchugina

Zhlobin, 1M Karl Marx Street
+375 2334 5-98-03
reception_DZ@.mail.ru
zor.by/gostinicza-dneprovskaya-zhemchuzhina

The hotel is located in the heart of the city, just 
a 2-minute walk from the sports and leisure center 
which includes facilities such as the Ice Palace, 
the Sports Palace, the swimming pool, the rowing 
center, the cross-country skiing track and the aqua 
park.

68 150

50

15

20

53

20

41
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For events 

 ◊ Conference room  

Equipment: sound system, projector, screen, flipchart.
Optional: catering in the conference room, catering in 
the restaurant.

For relaxation

Restaurant and Hotel 
Complex Neman 

Grodno,  
8 St. Batory Street
+375152 79-17-00 
info@hotel-neman.by
www.hotel-neman.by

The Hotel Neman is located in the heart of 
Grodno. All the most important historical and 
cultural sites are within walking distance. Some 
of them can be seen directly from the hotel 
from special viewing platforms, which offer 
unforgettable views of the city.

77 111

60112
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For events 
 ◊ Conference room   

 
Equipment: multimedia complex, interactive 
whiteboard, projector, laptop, loudspeakers, flipchart.
Optional: coffee break, buffet, business breakfast, 
business lunch.

For relaxation 

Apart-Hotel  
Semashko 

Grodno, 23 Kalyuchinskaya Street
+375152 62-04-04 
+375 29 757-50-94

apart.semashko@gmail.com 
www.hotelsemashko.by

The Apart-Hotel Semashko has been welcoming 
its guests since 2019. The hotel consists of two 

buildings that date back to the 19th century, 
restored in detail using modern technology and 

are a historical and cultural value of the city.

50150

6033
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For events 
Dining rooms can be reequiped to a conference room 
upon request:

 ◊ Main room 

 ◊ Room-veranda

Equipment: projector, screen, TV, wired and wireless 
microphone, loudspeakers, flipchart.
Optional: coffee breaks, lunches and dinners at the 
bowling bar. 

For relaxation

Kronon Park  
Hotel 

Grodno, 19 Pyshki Street
+375 29 360-00-50
+375 152 73-98-00
info@kronon.by
www.kronon.by

The small hotel and restaurant in the center of 
Grodno’s picturesque woodland. The river Neman 
flows nearby. In the map of Ptolemy of the II century 
AD this river was called Kronon. The hotel was 
named after it. There is a cosy restaurant for residents 
and visitors. There is live music in the evenings. The 
lobby bar, where you can go for a coffee, a cocktail 
or a light snack while strolling through the woods, 
has a comfortable atmosphere, 
which makes for pleasant, unhurried 
conversations by the fireplace.

30
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40
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140

80
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Hotel Complex  
Green Park 

Smolevichi District, 
km 388 of M1/E30 motorway 
(crossing with M2)
GPS: 53°56’54,3“N, 27°58’54,5“E
+375 1776 460-00, 469-99 
+375 44 564-60-00
info@greenparkhotel.by
greenparkhotel.by

The Hotel Complex is located in a pine forest. 
It includes a hotel with comfortable rooms, 
a conference hall, a restaurant, a SPA complex 
with a swimming pool, an alley of 
wooden guesthouses, a brewery 
with a pub, sports grounds, a wood-
fired sauna and health trails.

For events 
 ◊ Conference room

 ◊ 3 Meeting rooms 

 ◊ Meeting room

Optional: organization of catering, coffee breaks.

For relaxation 

150
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40

120 200

300
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Recreation Complex 
IIsloch Park  

Volozhin District, 
Rakov Village Council, 24, 
1.8 km west of agro-town of Rakov
Coordinates: 53.980192, 27.014902
+375 29 273-99-46
info@i-park.by
i-park.by

The modern European-level recreation complex for 
those who appreciate quality countryside recreation, 
nature and a high level of service, is situated 
30 kilometres from the capital of Belarus, among 
a pine forest. Nearby flows the river Isloch, one 
of the most picturesque in the country.

For events 

 ◊ Conference room 

Equipment: projector, screen, flipchart, sound 
equipment, Wi-Fi.

For relaxation 

200

24 92
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For events 
 ◊ Conference room

 ◊ Conference room

Equipment: laptop, projector, microphones, 
loudspeaker.
Optional: organization of a coffee break.

For relaxation 

Sports and Recreation 
Center Ratomka

Minsk District, R28, 5th km, 
2/3 area of agro-town Ratomka

+375 29 622-20-93
+375 29 622-20-93

info@ratomka.by
ratomka.by

The hotel complex is located in a picturesque pine 
forest on the shore of the Minsk Sea. The fabulous 

nature, clean air and well-developed infrastructure 
are perfectly combined with the 

coziness and comfort of the hotel, which 
is appreciated by the guests.
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40

31 80
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Westa  
Hotel

Dzerzhinsky District,  
km 319+800 Brest direction 
of the M1/E30 motorway

Brest–Minsk–Russian Federation border 
+375 29 177-77-11

krp@westa.by; gd@westa.by
westa.by

The Westa country complex combines everything 
you need for a comfortable holiday: a hotel, 

a health center, a medical center, 
restaurants and cafés, football fields, 

tennis courts, sports and gyms, 
a ski slope, a swimming pool, fishing, 

bowling and billiards.

For events 

 ◊ Conference room 

 ◊ Conference room

 ◊ Meeting room 
 

Equipment: multimedia installations, Wi Fi, flipchart.
Optional: possibility of coffee breaks and buffets.

For relaxation 
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For events 

 ◊ Big conference  
room

 ◊ Small conference  
room

 ◊ Meeting room

Equipment: high-tech equipment in all rooms, 
possibility of simultaneous interpretation  
in 3 languages.
Optional: organization of a coffee break.

For relaxation

Complex  
Forum 

58 Zhdanovichi Village Council, 
area of village of Kryzhovka
+375 17 543-28-28
marketing@forumhotel.by
forumhotel.by

The complex is located 9 kilometres from Minsk 
(road R28 Minsk – Molodechno) in ecologically 
clean place. The territory of the complex occupies 
5.679 hectares in a picturesque coniferous forest, 
a 10-minute walk from the Zaslavsky reservoir. The 
climate in the area of the complex is mild, smooth, 
moderately continental.
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For events 
 ◊ Conference room

 ◊ Meeting room 

 ◊ Room  
“White Hall”

 ◊ Room  
“Cube” 

 ◊ Marquee 

Equipment: laptop, flipchart, multimedia projector with 
a display.
Optional: catering from coffee break to banquet, 
assistance in event organization, transfer.

For relaxation 

Robinson Club

Minsk District, village of Ratomka, 
16/1 Zhdanovichi Village Council

+375 44 502-13-33
+375 17 502-13-34
+375 17 502-13-44

reservation@robins.by
robins.by

The Robinson Club is a unique country club on 
the shore of the Minsk Sea, 7 km from Minsk, 

which includes a hotel complex, a restaurant with 
banquet halls for 25–250 seats; a marquee for 
400 seats, gazebo for relaxation, SPA center, 

conference halls, a meeting room, active leisure.
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Republican Olympic 
Training Center 
for Winter Sports 
Raubichi

Minsk District,  
village of Ostroshitsky Gorodok
+375 17 516-62-01/02/03
+375 17 516-61-00
+375 29 129-06-66
market@rau.by
www.rau.by

The multifunctional sports complex and Olympic 
sports center is situated in a 
picturesque location 20 kilometres 
from Minsk and the Minsk National 
Airport, close to the M3 motorway 
(Minsk – Vitebsk).

Hotel Complex 
Ratomka  

Minsk District,  
agro-town of Ratomka, 
134 Koritskogo Street

+375 17 502-22-56 
+375 17 502-20-57 (факс)
rcop_horses@byratomka.by
www.конныйспорт.бел

The complex is located 5 km from Minsk, 
surrounded by a beautiful natural landscape.  
The hotel has 44 cosy rooms of 
different comfort level. There is  
a guarded car park.

For events 

 ◊ Conference room  

Equipment: multimedia panels, microphones, 
simultaneous translation booth, sound system,  
4 air conditioners.
Optional: room for coffee breaks for 30 seats.

For relaxation 

For events 

 ◊ Conference room

 ◊ Small room   

Equipment: projector, screen, air conditioner.
Optional: catering (lunches, coffee breaks, dinners, 
buffets).

For relaxation 
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Hotel 
Gubernskaya 

Mogilev, 56 Leninskaya Street
+375 222 64-26-19
+375 222 64-45-75 
gubernsky@gubernsky.by
gubernsky.by

The hotel is located on pedestrian Leninskaya 
Street in the heart of Mogilev. The hotel building 
is part of the city’s architectural heritage.  
It opened its doors in May 2007 and in 15 years 
has managed to gain a reputation 
as one of the best in the city.

For events 
 ◊ Conference room

 ◊ Meeting room

Equipment: multimedia projector, screen, flipchart, 
audio system, Wi-Fi.
Optional: organization of coffee breaks.

For relaxation 

50

8

46

54.9

13.01

Hotel Mogilev  

Mogilev, 6 Mira Avenue 
+375 222 73-78-78
+375 222 73-88-88
+375 44 500-35-35
+375 44 515-78-78 
hotel_mogilev@mail.ru
hotelmogilev.com

The largest hotel in the region is located on the city’s 
central avenue, 500 metres from the administrative 
and business center. Within walking distance 
there are the recreation area on the 
river Dubrovenka, the fitness center 
Atlantis, the sport complex House 
of Sport, and the nightclub “On 
Dubrovka”.

For events 
 ◊ Conference Room  
“Coliseum” 

 ◊ Meeting Room  
“Dialogue”
Equipment: presentation equipment, multimedia 
projector, screen, flipchart, Wi-Fi.
Optional: organization of catering (coffee breaks, 
lunches, banquets, buffets, etc.).

For relaxation 
348 450
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Tourist  
Hotel 

Mogilev, 6 Pushkinsky Avenue+375 
222 48-56-55

+375 222 44-41-68
mogilevtourist3@mail.ru

mogilevtourist.by

The hotel complex has an excellent location in 
a park area on the bank of the river Dnieper. 

There are the Palace of Culture of the Region, 
the Ice Palace, the Cosmos Cinema, the Green 

Shopping Center, Burger King Restaurant, 
McDonald’s, shops, public transport 

stops, and excellent transport links 
to any part of the city are within 

walking distance.

For events 
 ◊ Conference room

 ◊ Meeting room

Equipment: air conditioner, multimedia projector, 
screen, flipchart, whiteboard, sound equipment, Wi-Fi..

For relaxation 

100

20

86 143

193

45

Tourist Hotel  

Bobruisk, 20 Voykova Street
+375 225 43-61-91
 +375 29 349-31-91

admturistbobr@mail.ru
turist.bobr.by

The hotel is located on the picturesque bank of the 
river Berezina, a 10-minute drive from the city center. 
A park and a city beach are located near the hotel; 

Ice Palace, the 19th-century fortress and  
the historic part of the city are also nearby.  

The modern multifunctional hotel 
complex includes guest rooms of 

different comfort levels, a restaurant, 
banquet halls, billiards, a Finnish sauna 

and a SPA-salon.

For events 
 ◊ Conference room  
 
 ◊ Banquet room

Equipment: air conditioner, projector, screen, laptop, 
Wi-Fi.
Optional: organization of coffee breaks, buffet, 
business lunch.

For relaxation 
154 198
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Metropol  
Hotel 
Mogilev, 6 Komsomolskaya Street
+375 222 70-70-51
+375 33 370-70-51
+375 44 770-70-51 
reception@metropol.by
www.metropol.by

This modern, respectable hotel combines history, 
high service and home comfort. The location in 
the historical center of the city makes it attractive 
for tourists. The rooms have a view of the ancient 
architectural monuments: the Church 
of St. Stanislaus and the Drama 
Theatre. Cafés, restaurants, banks 
and business centers are within 
walking distance.

For events 

 ◊ Conference room 
 
Equipment: projector and screen, flipchart, telephone 
with speakerphone, climate control.
Optional: organization of coffee breaks, buffets, 
lunches.

For relaxation 
53 104

3050

Atrium Hotel

Mogilev, 57 Pervomayskaya Street
+375 222 77-79-79
+375 44 727-79-79
+375 33 617-79-79
sales@atriumhotel.by
atriumhotel.by

This is a new, modern hotel designed for guests 
who appreciate a high level of service and comfort. 
The hotel is conveniently located in the city center, 
a five-minute walk from the Central Department Store 
and pedestrian Leninskaya Street. The hotel is suitable 
for business guests, able to combine 
work and leisure, as well as for 
modern travellers in search of new 
experiences and discoveries.

For events 
 ◊ Congress hall  

 ◊ Congress hall  1

 ◊ Congress hall  2 

 ◊ 3 meeting rooms 
 

Equipment: laptop, clicker, projector, whiteboard, 
microphones (buttonhole, headset, radio microphone), 
presentation equipment, screen.

For relaxation 
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We recommend visiting
National Historical and Cultural Museum and Reserve 
“Niasvizh“
One of the most beautiful palace and garden complexes, the first 
bastion structure on the territory of Belarus.

Mir Castle Complex
The unique monument of the Belarusian national culture, inscribed in the 
UNESCO World Cultural and Natural Heritage List.

National Park “Belovezhskaya Pushcha“
The oldest woodland in Europe that has been preserved undisturbed.  

Polotsk National Historical and Cultural Museum-Reserve 
The unique historical area, which includes 11 museums, architectural and 
archaeological monuments that are being protected, studied, restored and 
adapted for museum exhibitions. 

Kossovsky Palace and Park Complex
The pearl of palace and park architecture in Belarus, next to the manor 
house where Tadeusz Kosciuszko was born. 

Museum-Estate of Michal Kleofas Oginsky
Here you can get in the spirit of “Northern Athens“, the cultural center  in White 
Russia at the beginning of the 19th century, and listen to the famous Polonaise 
No. 13 in A minor “Farewell to the Motherland“.

National Park “Pripyatsky“ 
The unique natural biocomplexes and rare animal habitats are preserved 
here. 

Berezinsky Biosphere Reserve
The reserve of wonderful wild nature, which began to form after the melting 
of ancient glaciers. This is the first center of mythological tourism in Belarus.

Historical and Cultural Complex “Stalin Line“
One of the most grandiose fortification ensembles on the territory of Belarus 
devoted to the Great Patriotic War.
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